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market and systems failures 81, 84–6
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higher education 27–8
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indicators 39, 47–51
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incentives 23–4
income generation 91, 97, 99
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indexing
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needs of VC investors versus economic, legal, institutional environment 143
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science journals 22
India
outward FDI 166–7
indicators 5, 7, 37–9, 40, 41, 44, 45–7, 51–7
composite innovation 38
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‘positioning indicators’ 41
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productivity 38
project funding 37–57
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designing new indicators 40, 44–51
entry into official statistics 55–6
failures/problems 38
positioning to better answer policy needs 56–7
public funding 38–9, 39–44
university rankings 38
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industrial aspects 5, 11–13, 25–6
university–industry relationships 29
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information
asymmetries 140
technology 28, 121, 133
‘institutional failure’ 9
‘internationalization’ 6, 12–3, 25, 42, 162–77
exports 166
foreign direct investment (FDI) 166
IP 26–7, 101
‘anti–commons effect’ 27
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knowledge
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exchange 81–4
income 91, 97, 99
exchangability of activities 100, 101
leakages 165
spillovers see spillovers ‘tacit’ 11, 26, 83, 101, 123, 164
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learning
from internationalization 163, 166
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life-cycle theory
of decreasing returns from investments 23
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manufacturing 147
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market
access regulations 170, 171
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failures 3, 9, 60, 79, 81, 84–6, 87, 108, 175
integration 144
markets 2
debit and credit 144, 145, 147
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funding 41
labour 23, 24–5, 31, 144, 145, 147
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marketing 162, 164, 166, 169, 170, 172, 173
MAR (scale) externalities 32
matching models 67–9
materials 13, 121, 133, 164 ‘mechanism design’ 29–30
medicine 31
medical technology 30, 121, 133
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Merton, Robert K. 20, 21, 22, 23
methodologies 5
construction of reliable indicators for science and innovation activities 5
econometrics 5, 61, 64–71
see also econometrics, indicators ‘mezzanine capital’ 145
MICREF database 11, 144, 148, 149, 157
MNEs (multinational enterprises) xii, 167–8, 177
models 32
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performance 60–72
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US 11
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see also de Solla Price; Machlup; Merton; Polanyi
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job creation via investment in research 19
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Stevenson-Wydler Act (1980) 124
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project funding model 42
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VC see venture capital
Veblen, Thorstein 20
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Small Business Innovation Research Programme 141
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